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Abstract

Growing demands for passenger safety, vehicle performance and fuel
economy is a continuous driving force for the increase in use of ad-
vanced high strength steels (AHSS) in the automotive industry. These
steels area characterised by improved formability and crash worthiness
compared to conventional steel grades. An important prerequisite of the
application of new material grades is the characterization of its mechan-
ical properties. Post-localization and fracture predictive technologies
greatly facilitate the design of components which make optimal use of
these steel grades. In this thesis, press hardened boron alloyed steel
subjected to differential thermo-mechanical processing is characterized.
Fracture properties in relation to the different microstructures obtained
is studied. Furthermore a dual phase (DP) cold forming steel is cho-
sen for evaluation of ductility limit in shear loading. throughout this
work a strategy for modelling post-localization response and predicting
ductility limit using shell elements larger then the typical width of the
localized neck is used. The studied material is assumed to be in a state
of plane stress. Mesh dependency is alleviated by the introduction of a
element size dependent parameter into the constitutive description. This
parameter acts as a hardening parameter, controlling the evolution of
the yield surface depending on loading, strain history and shell element
size. Model calibration relies on a full field measurement technique, Dig-
ital Speckle Photography (DSP), to record the plane deformation field of
tensile specimens. Quantitative measurements of the severely localized
deformation preceding crack initiation are feasible. With the proposed
strategy, mesh sensitivity in terms of post localization load response
and fracture elongation predictions is reduced significantly compared to
results obtained without the element size dependent parameter. It was
found that high strain hardening favours strain localization of shear band
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vi Abstract

type, and accelerates the formation of a localized neck. The hardening
characteristics is determinant to which deformation mode dissipates the
minimum energy. For the DP steel, the Tresca yield surface more ac-
curately describes the yielding point compared to the von Mises plane
stress elipse. Furthermore, the exponential ductility function dependent
on the stress triaxiality parameter agrees well with experimental frac-
ture data in the ductile loading regime for both DP and boron steel.
In shear loading, the maximum shear (MS) stress criterion successfully
describes the ductility limit. Due to the significantly different ductil-
ity of the various microstructures obtainable by the thermo-mechanical
processing of boron alloyed steel, a modelling strategy is needed. It was
found that in ductile loading, local equivalent fracture strain can be re-
lated to the hardness of that material point. An exponential decrease in
ductility with increased hardness describes experimental data collected
for five different microstructures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis begins with an introduction to acquaint the general reader
with the research topic, and addresses the more general context to which
the present work aims to contribute to.

1.1 Passive safety for automotive vehicles

Improvements of automobile safety have steadily reduced injury and
death rates in all first world countries. Nevertheless, auto collisions
are the leading cause of injury-related deaths, an estimated total of 1.2
million in 2004, or 25% of the total from all causes [1]. This public
health challenge requires concerted efforts from the automotive indus-
try, research community, governmental legislators and associated orga-
nizations.

The term passive safety refer to components of the vehicle that help
to protect occupants during a crash. Crashworthiness systems prevent or
reduce the severity of injuries in a crash situation, by dissipating the en-
ergy of collision and reducing the impact force on the vehicle occupants.

To meet emissions legislations and reduce fuel consumption, mass
minimization of automotive body structures is vital. The combination
of maximum crashworthiness and minimum structural weight constitute
a challenging engineering task. This increase in strength to weight ratio
has been partially addressed by the application of new advanced ma-
terials, which in turn require efficient engineering tools in component
design. Deformation and fracture predictive technologies are prerequi-
sites for optimal use of the properties of the material.
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2 Introduction

1.2 Advanced high strength steels

Among automotive body structure materials, advanced high strength
steels (AHSS) groups a number of different steel grades. They are
characterized by improved properties in relation to conventional mild
steel, but relatively low alloying content compared to other high strength
steels. Instead, mechanical properties are improved by microstructural
design through thermomechanical processes. This work centres around
a hot forming steel type which is boron alloyed, and a Dual Phase (DP)
cold forming steel. As delivered, the microstructure of dual phase steel
is composed of a soft ferrite matrix with embedded hard martensite
particles. The boron steel exhibit homogeneous distribution of pearlite
and ferrite, however this is often changed in the manufacturing process,
which is described in the following section.

1.2.1 Press-hardening

Simultaneous forming and heat treatment of thin sheet structures, termed
press-hardening can be summarized as a four step process. Blanks
of boron alloyed steels are cut, then austenitized at a temperature of
∼ 900◦C, followed by forming and cooling and eventual post-treatment.
Due to high formability in the austenitic state, complex geometries are
feasible. By controlled tool temperature, local microstructure can be
designed such that a wide range of mechanical properties are obtain-
able within the same component. As such, press-hardening offers an
technological advantage in relation to conventional cold working. Com-
ponent design and material design can be performed concurrently. Much
effort is currently invested into the development of components with spa-
tially varying microstructure [2, 3], often termed “tailored properties”.
Zones of ferritic-bainitic microstructure with continuous transition to ul-
tra high strength martensite combines high energy absorption and high
intrusion protection within the same component.

1.3 Mathematical modelling in design

Mathematical modelling of the structural behaviour of safety compo-
nents subjected to crash loading is commonly used, with non-linear
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) as the numerical method to solve the
formulated problem. The finite element method is a numerical tech-
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nique for finding approximate solutions to partial differential equations.
The present work is concerned with the constitutive behaviour of the
studied materials, not with developments on governing equilibrium for-
mulations nor the finite element method as such. The reader is referred
to textbooks such as [4–6] for more information on the subject.

1.4 Objective and scope

The objective of this thesis is to evaluate and improve numerical engi-
neering tools for predicting fracture initiation of sheet metal subjected to
inplane loading. A general research question can be formulated as “How
does thermomechanical process history influence product functionality
in terms of fracture properties ?”. This work is a part of past and on-
going efforts concerning modelling of the press-hardening process [7–9]
and in-service product functionality [10–12] of crashworthiness systems.
Specifically, the developments in the current research project focuses
around components with tailored components. Using results from pro-
cess simulations, such as phase fraction content, the aim is to be able
to predict fracture of tailored components.



Chapter 2

Deformation and fracture

In this chapter the physical mechanisms of metal deformation and frac-
ture are briefly discussed. A few fracture theories and models of the
vast variety available in literature are reviewed, and models used in the
present work are presented.

2.1 Physical mechanisms of deformation

For metals, two types of deformations are identified. Elastic, reversible
deformations which occurs at the atomic level and inelastic permanent
deformations occurring at the crystal level. In addition to elastic defor-
mation, they correspond to relative displacement of atoms which remains
when the load is removed. The mobility of dislocations, defects in the
crystal lattice, is the essential cause of permanent deformations. Irre-
versible movement of dislocations initiates when the stress acting within
the elasto-plastic solid reaches a critical level, termed yield stress, and
the original geometry is not recovered upon unloading. Large plastic
deformation will in turn increase the density of dislocations, which in-
creases the number of obstacles in the crystal lattice contributing to
further hardening of the material. Detailed descriptions of dislocations
and strengthening mechanisms can be found in textbooks such as [13].

To further acquaint the reader with the topic of this thesis, some
elaboration of localized deformation is necessary. Localized deformation
is an example of a material instability, corresponding to an abrupt loss
of homogeneity of deformation occurring in a solid sample subject to a
loading path compatible with continued uniform deformation. Initially
homogeneous deformation confines to a narrow region of intense strain-
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2.2 Physical mechanisms of fracture 5

ing. This phenomenon usually precedes fracture in tensile loading of
ductile metals, particularly for plane sheets. Terms like diffuse and lo-
calized necking are often used to describe the various stages of tensile
deformation of sheet metals.

2.2 Physical mechanisms of fracture

Elastic and plastic deformation both maintain the cohesion of matter.
Fracture destroys this cohesion by creating surface or volume disconti-
nuities within the material. Therefore, fracture occurs at several length
scales, from the scale of crystals to micro-cracks and to the scale of struc-
tures and components. The two main basic mechanisms of local fracture
are brittle fracture by cleavage and ductile fracture resulting from large
localized plastic deformations. This work focuses on the latter. Ductile
fracture is due to nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids in the
material. Void nucleation arises in the vicinity of crystal defects, e.g.
inclusions which causes stress concentrations followed by decohesion.

2.3 Modelling of localized deformation

An important issue in nonlinear mechanics is the stability of the material
model. Material or constitutive models are the mathematical description
of material behaviour, which gives the stress response as a function of the
deformation history of the body. See [14] for in-depth treatment of con-
stitutive modelling. Material model instabilities are usually associated
with localized growth of deformation, corresponding to the phenomena
earlier described occurring in nature. Theoretical and numerical studies
of the conditions of localized necking for a variety of material models can
be found in [15–17]. One conclusion from these papers is that for the
rate-independent elasto-plastic solid, the condition for strain localization
coincides with the condition of singularity (propagation at null speed)
of an acceleration wave. This conditions represents the so-called ’loss of
ellipticity’ of the differential equations governing the rate equilibrium.

Material instability inherent in constitutive descriptions will cause
numerical issues when discretized, manifesting themselves as being strongly
dependent on the mesh. When the material reaches threshold of local-
ization, deformation localizes to a set of measure zero. This is most
often solved with some regularization technique, which can be gradi-
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ent type, nonlocal or by introducing rate dependent material descrip-
tion, see [18–20]. With regularization, difficulties still remain due to
the very fine mesh needed to accurately resolve sharp gradients. There
are techniques to improve coarse-mesh accuracy, such as embedding of
discontinuities and enriched fields in the element [21].

The objective of this thesis is not to model the phenomenon of local-
ized deformation as such, but rather the effects on load response and sub-
sequent fracture using coarse meshes, .i.e. elements significantly larger
than the size of the zone of localized necking. The methodology adopted
here suggests that constitutive parameters should be dependent on a
discretization parameter, the element size. Similar ideas has been used
earlier in cohesive crack modelling of concrete with finite elements [22],
and more recently in the context of crashworhiness simulations [12,23].

Element size dependency is introduced into the constitutive model
by a weakening factor L, termed localization function, coupled to the
yield function

Φ = f(σ) − σy(1 − L), (2.1)

where f(σ) is some isotropic function of the stress tensor and σy is the
yield strength. The localization function evolutes exponentially with
equivalent plastic strain εp,

L = A exp[B(εp − ε0) − 1], εp ≥ ε0. (2.2)

A and B are functions of the characteristic element size l,

A =
A0

l
, B = B0l, (2.3)

and ε0 is equivalent localization threshold strain, A0, B0 are calibration
constants. This approach is similar to that of damage induced weak-
ening, see e.g. [24], however L is not viewed as to be solely composed
of material damage. Due to inability of the coarse mesh to resolve lo-
calization, the stress state is altered by L so that post-localization load
and deformation response is invariant with element size. Further details
are found in appended papers A and C.

2.4 Modelling of fracture initiation

The present thesis is concerned with problems involving ductile fracture
of crack-free bodies. As earlier described, material separation is a result
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of complex processes which initiates at the microscale. Micromechanical
models such as [25, 26] have been developed on physical basis to model
this process, however in this work the phenomenological route of fail-
ure prediction is undertaken. On a macroscale, the variables controlling
fracture are the current values and history of the stress and strain ten-
sors. This class of local ductile fracture criteria can be written as an
integral over equivalent plastic strain εp, weighted by a function of the
stress reaching a threshold value C,

∫
εp

g(σ) dεp = C. (2.4)

The essential difference between various fracture models proposed [24,
27–30] is the weighting function g(σ). Within the framework of the
thermodynamics of irreversible processes, continuum damage mechan-
ics [31] have been developed. Damage is an internal variable quantifying
the area fraction of microcracks and cavities in a damaged body. How-
ever, the term damage is quite widely used for any type of accumulated
failure indicator.

Common for almost all fracture damage theories is the hydrostatic
stress dependence. Hydrostatic tension accelerates void growth pro-
cess, while pressure retards formation and growth. Theoretical [32, 33],
and experimental studies [29] shows that fracture strain increases when
hydrostatic pressure increases. In most model formulations, the hy-
drostatic pressure is normalized with equivalent stress rendering to the
dimensionless stress triaxiality parameter. In a plane state of stress,
σ3 = 0, the stress triaxiality parameter uniquely characterizes all load-
ing conditions.

In this thesis a fracture model with exponential dependence on the
stress triaxiality parameter in conjunction with the maximum shear
stress criterion is evaluated. Furthermore, equivalent fracture strain
is formulated as a function of element size to alleviate mesh dependency
on fracture predictions. All three appended papers addresses various
aspects of the fracture modelling conducted within this work.



Chapter 3

Method

The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: “a method
of procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th cen-
tury, consisting in systematic observation, measurement, and experi-
ment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses. ”

The work presented in this thesis has been carried out much in spirit
of phenomenology, where experimental observations of studied phenom-
ena are essential. Models are formulated and evaluated based on these
observations, together with a view on the practical engineering appli-
cation.

3.1 Experiments

Experiments are of paramount importance in mechanics, acting as a ve-
hicle for observations, measurements and model calibration. In this the-
sis, much of the methodology relies on full-field measurement of displace-
ments. Conventional methods of material characterization commonly
involve the standardized tensile test, where strain is calculated from
extensiometer measurements by dividing extension with initial gauge
length. This method requires a uniform deformation field within the
gauge length.

The results presented in this thesis rely on the optical measurement
method Digital Speckle Photography (DSP). Given that the specimen
surface exhibit a random pattern, the inplane displacement of any small
subregion can be determined by a cross-correlation procedure of the
images taken before and after deformation. Randomness of the of the
surface pattern ensures that the evaluated pointwise displacement field is

8
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unique. The procedure is repeated throughout the deformation history,
giving the evolution of displacement field through a number of time in-
stants. This method does not require a uniform deformation field for the
evaluation of constitutive parameters. A typical full-field measurement
result is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows contours of equivalent
plastic strain for two different test specimen geometries. Figure 3.1a
shows the localized strain field preceding fracture of a notched tensile
specimen and Figure 3.1b shows the strain distribution of a shear test
at incipient fracture. More information on the experimental technique
can be found in [11, 34].

(a) Notched tensile specimen (b) Shear specimen

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the DSP method by contours of equivalent
plastic strain at incipient crack initiation for two specimen geometries.
The material used is DP600 steel sheets with nominal thickness of 1.5
mm.



Chapter 4

Results

This chapter briefly summarizes the key results of this work, which are
elaborately described in the appended papers.

• Concerning post-localization and fracture modelling, the localiza-
tion function approach used in this work shows promising results.
As shown in Figures A.8, C.6, Force displacement response and
fracture elongation predictions are practically invariant with mesh
size. Furthermore, coarse-mesh discretization relative to the size
of localized zone is feasible.

• Several material grades are developed by differential thermal treat-
ment of the boron steel. These show different localization and
fracture behaviour, which the constitutive and fracture model is
able to predict.

• An extensive experimental program of five press-hardened material
grades shows that local fracture ductility can be related to material
hardness, see Figures B.2,B.3.

• Results illustrated by figure C.6 shows that the proposed modelling
strategy is readily expanded to loading conditions in the shearing
regime.

10



Chapter 5

Summary of appended papers

This chapter summarizes the investigations and findings of the appended
papers. Common for all papers is that the DSP experimental method
described in section 3.1 has been used for the study and calibration of
constitutive and fracture parameters. Furthermore, a modelling strat-
egy for predicting post-localization response and fracture using shell
elements larger then the typical width of the localized neck is used,
with slight variations, in all papers. Issues concerning localization is
described in section 2.3.

5.1 Paper A

In paper A, three different material grades, labelled HT400, HT550 and
HT800 are developed and characterized. By a controlled tool tempera-
ture process in a plane hardening tool, the hot blanks of boron alloyed
steel are subjected to different thermal cycles. Metallographic study
shows that HT400 is mainly ferritic, HT800 is bainitic and HT550 is
a mixture of those phases. It is observed that a higher strain harden-
ing accelerates the formation of a localized neck. Model parameters are
determined for the three grades, and computed force-displacement re-
sponse illustrates that fracture prediction and localization load response
is not mesh dependant.

5.2 Paper B

Paper B focuses on the fracture properties in relation to thermal treat-
ment. In addition to the material grades studied in paper A, HT700

11



12 Summary of appended papers

and a fully martensitic grade is included in this paper. A strategy to
account for varying phase composition in failure modelling based on
material hardness is evaluated. Here the fracture model used in paper
A is further developed. Fracture strain is taken to be dependent on
stress state represented by the stress triaxiality parameter and phase
fraction content characterized by material hardness. It is found that
an exponential decrease in fracture strain with hardness well describes
experimental data.

5.3 Paper C

In paper C a dual phase steel is chosen for evaluation of plasticity and
fracture in shear loading. The von Mises plane stress ellipse used in
paper A is replaced by the Tresca yield surface. The fracture model
from the two above papers is further developed to include predictive
capabilities in the shear loading regime, by introducing the maximum
shear stress criterion. Furthermore, the restrictions on the localization
function is imposed, so that yield stress reduction only takes place in
the ductile loading regime.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

This thesis concerns deformation and fracture modelling of Advanced
High-Strength Steel sheets for automotive applications. Experimental
observations of post-localization crack initiation phenomena are facili-
tated by a full field measurement technique. Due to the introduction
of the localization function and element size dependent fracture model,
post-localization and fracture predictions are not mesh dependent. This
applies when coarse mesh discretization is used, i.e. elements signifi-
cantly larger then the physical size of the localized zone.

Several material grades are investigated, primarily centred around
the boron alloyed steel. Trough a controlled tool temperature manufac-
turing process, five different material grades based on the boron steel are
evaluated. Localization characteristics and strain hardening are studied,
and fracture properties are related to material hardness. With reference
to the research question formulated in section 1.4, the three contribu-
tions in this thesis will hopefully shed light on some aspects on modelling
of steels with varying properties. There is however still much work to
do, where the following ideas for future investigations are put forward:

• Development of a rule of mixture for capturing the composite local-
ization behaviour depending on the phase content of the material.
This could then be used together with a mixture rule defining the
composite flow behaviour.

• Further development of the fracture model. It could be investi-
gated whether the hardness based model can predict fracture in a
larger span of loading conditions, e.g. shear loading.

13



14 Conclusions and outlook

• Micromechanical studies of the fracture properties of different phase
mixtures using multi-scale methods could be useful in the further
development of a modelling strategy for tailored components.

Apart from the items directly related to this work stated above, a more
comprehensive material characterization considering anisotropy, yield
surface shape, rate dependence etc. could be useful.
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Abstract

Within the press hardening technology, where hot sheet blanks are si-
multaneously formed fixed and quenched, new methods with differential
thermal treatment are emanating. With controlled tool temperature
variation components with tailored properties can be produced. Au-
tomotive components combining high energy absorption and intrusion
protection in a crash situation are feasible. In the present work the
mechanical properties of three different material qualities, emanating
from the same base sheet metal subjected to different thermal histories,
are investigated. A strategy for modelling post-necking response and
crack initiation using shell elements larger then the typical band width
of the localized neck is used. The model relies on a sequence of full field
measurements throughout a tensile test, i.e. Digital Speckle Photogra-
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phy(DSP). The full field experimental method allows for evaluation of
mechanical and failure properties at different analysis lengths, providing
parameters for a model which accounts for shell element size. Addition-
ally the model contains a strain based failure criteria as a function of
stress triaxiality. Good agreement between a simulated tensile test and
experimental results are found. A detailed metallographic study of the
three grades is performed and presented.

A.1 Introduction

The increasing demand to reduce vehicle weight in the automotive in-
dustry has led to a increase in use of ultra high strength press hard-
ened safety structures. The press hardening process uses boron steel
blanks which are first austenitized at a temperature of ∼ 900◦C and
then formed and quenched between cold tools. The coming generation
of these components can have tailored mechanical properties, providing
additional means for designing the structural response in a crash situa-
tion. Soft zones in certain areas of the component can give an advanta-
geous crash deformation mode, whilst retaining homogeneous thickness.
Varying properties can be obtained by controlling the cooling rate during
the forming process. By controlled tool temperature variation, zones of
bainitic-ferritic microstructure with continuous transition to ultra high
strength martensite gives the desired mechanical properties. By Using
finite element simulations of the forming process together with models
for phase transformation kinetics, the mechanical properties of the fi-
nal product can be predicted [1–3]. An important precondition for the
application of new materials is the characterization of its failure proper-
ties. The aim of the current work is to establish a failure criterion and to
characterize mechanical properties including post-necking behaviour of
three material grades. The material grades are obtained from the same
base steel but subjected to different thermal histories. They are labelled
HT400, HT550 and HT800 according to their yield strength.

During initial tensile plastic deformation of a sheet metal, plastic
strain is generally distributed uniformly within the volume. If further
loaded the plastic strain often localizes, first forming a diffuse neck and
finally a localized neck preceding rupture. Once a neck has formed,
subsequent straining is confined within the neck. This causes an in-
stability, when the increase in stress due to decrease in load-carrying
area is greater then the increase in load-carrying ability of the metal
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due to strain hardening. The rate of decrease in cross-sectional area
may also be accelerated due to material deterioration caused by ductile
plastic damage. Localized necking is the dominant mechanism leading
to fracture of safety components in a crash.

In this work the localization process is observed experimentally us-
ing full field Digital Speckle Photography (DSP) measurements in ac-
cordance with the method used in [4]. The DSP method produces a
two-dimensional displacement field determined at a very small measur-
ing length compared to ordinary tensile testing with extensiometer. In
this work a measurement length of 0.5 mm is used, however higher res-
olutions are possible [4]. Calculation of the strain field is described
in [4], where the theoretical background can be found in textbooks such
as [5]. Hencky’s logarithmic strain tensor is used. With this method
the evolving strain field during a tensile experiment can be measured
over time, and the strain levels within the localized band surface up to
rupture can be determined. Digital image correlation is described in
detail in for instance [6].

Finite element analyses using various yield criteria and constitutive
relations have been widely applied to analyse plastic deformation of
ductile materials and predict strain localization behaviour. Strategies to
alleviate mesh-dependence includes rate dependant material description
[7], and non-local (gradient) constitutive relations [8] in which a material
characteristic length scale is introduced.

The aim of the current work is to be able to predict the mechanical
response of the three investigated material qualities under large-scale
component simulation circumstances cost-effectively, using the finite el-
ement method. In general this precludes an element size small enough
to spatially resolve localized necking, since the size of the localized zone
is comparable to sheet thickness.

Approaches concerning the modelling of post localization material
behaviour under these circumstances, with spatial discretization large
compared to the studied phenomena, has been presented in literature.
See e.g. [9] where a post instability strain is calculated based on element
dimensions, to minimize mesh dependency on failure prediction. The
objective of this work is similar in the sense that the intent is not to
model the phenomenon of localized necking, but rather its effects on
load response and subsequent rupture. This leads to a methodology
adopted here which suggests that constitutive and failure parameters
should be adapted to element size, by introducing an ’analysis’ length
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scale into the yield equation. Analysis length is not viewed as a material
parameter, but rather as a coupling between local plastic strain and the
plastic strain calculated with at certain mesh size. From the experimen-
tal DSP evaluation at a small analysis length, parameters for a model
which minimizes mesh dependency on both post localization response
and failure prediction can be determined.

A.2 Material

The base steel material investigated is USIBOR 1500 P produced by
ArcelorMittal. Prior to heat treatment, USIBOR 1500 P exhibit homo-
geneous distribution of pearlite and an equiaxed grain ferritic matrix.
By a controlled tool temperature process in a plane hardening tool, the
hot blanks are subjected to different thermal cycles. The sheet is first
heated to austenitization temperature and then cooled at a controlled
rate and finally post-cooled, see Figure A.1. Three different multi-phase
microstructures were developed and characterized by a combination of
light-optical metallography(LOM) and electron backscattered diffraction
(EBSD). The steel grades are labelled HT400, HT550 and HT800 accord-
ing to their yield strength. The microstructural phase fraction content
of the materials is shown in Table A.1. The sheets measure 150 x 270
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Figure A.1: Schematic illustration of temperature history with the def-
initions of process sequences.
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x 1.2 mm but only a 60 mm wide band is heat treated according to the
method described, and the residual area of the sheets is quenched be-
tween cold tools. Vickers indention tests are performed within the heat
treated area to estimate the material homogeneity. The largest variation
found is for HT 800, shown in Figure A where the heat-treated region
is outlined with dashed lines and the position where the specimen is
cut with thick lines. Variations within the body of the test specimen is
∼ 10%. Three different plasticity and fracture test specimen geometries
are cut from the sheets, one with notch radius 30 mm, second with notch
radius 10 mm and a third straight sample.

Table A.1: Phase fraction content.
Grade Phase content (%)

Austenite Ferrite Bainite Martensite
Polygonal Irregular Upper Lower

HT800 0.75 ± 0.3 − − − 97.0 ± 2.0 1.00 ± 0.5
HT550 1.50 ± 0.5 − 25.0 ± 15.0 75.0 ± 25 ≤ 5.0 2.25 ± 0.5
HT400 1.75 ± 0.5 ≤ 0.50 95.0 ± 5.0 ≤ 3.0 − 3.50 ± 1.0
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Figure A.2: Hardness Vickers results for one HT800 measurement and
the outline of the test specimen (thick line). The heat treated area is
denoted by dashed lines.
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A.3 Modelling

Mesh dependency issues in conventionally conducted finite element
analysis of localization phenomena incorporates several aspects. Loss of
ellipticity of the governing equations causes numerical solutions to be
inherently mesh dependent, as the width of the localized band is set by
the mesh spacing [7]. The ability of the finite element mesh to resolve
localized necking clearly influences numerical results. Both of these ef-
fects have a significant impact on computed stiffness and deformation
characteristics. As earlier mentioned the aim of the current work is
to include predictive capability of post-localization load response using
elements larger then the localized zone. A modification of von Mises
yield equation is suggested,

f = σ − σy(1 − L), σ =
√

3J2, (A.1)

where L is termed localization function introduced to reduce load bear-
ing capability of the material. L is dependent on analysis length, denoted
l, and evolutes with equivalent plastic strain εp,

L = A(exp[B(εp − ε0)] − 1), εp ≥ ε0. (A.2)

A and B are functions of l,

A =
A0

l
, B = B0l, (A.3)

and ε0 is equivalent localization threshold strain. The localization func-
tion approach is adopted from [10], but with the modification that the
L function causes weakening, by reduction of the current yield strength,
instead of reduction of Youngs modulus. L can be viewed as to be com-
posed of both geometric effects unresolvable by the mesh, and micro-
voids induced by plastic damage, although to a lesser extent.

A strain based failure criterion from [10] is used in which failure
strain, εf , is also dependant on analysis length and the state of stress,

εf = (εf
0 − ε0)e

−Cl + ε0. (A.4)

The analysis length dependence is introduced to comply equivalent strain
to failure with element size. The variable εf

0 of Equation (A.4) is failure
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strain at zero l, i.e. εf = εf
0 for l → 0. Failure is postulated to occur

when the localization function reaches its critical value Lf ,

∫ tf

0

L̇

Lf
dt = 1, (A.5)

where the rate form of L yields

L̇ = B(L + A)ε̇p, Lf = A(exp[B(εf − ε0)] − 1). (A.6)

To account for the state of stress on failure any suitable equation where
equivalent failure strain is a function of the stress invariants can be used
within this framework. The ductile failure function of [11] is adopted
here and inserted in Equation (A.4)

εf
0 = d0e

−dη + d1e
dη, η =

σm

σ
. (A.7)

where η is the stress triaxiality parameter, the ratio of mean hydrostatic
stress to equivalent stress. Analysis length, l in Equations A.2 to A.7, is
taken to be a dimensionless characteristic element size, e.g. square root
of shell element area, Ainit, divided by thickness, tinit. Observe that it
is the initial area and thickness that is used i.e. l describes the level of
spatial discretization, not a measure of deformation.

l =

√
Ainit

tinit
(A.8)

The introduction of l into the constitutive equations allows for an effec-
tive treatment of mesh sensitivity in terms of load response and failure
prediction.

A.4 Experimental procedure

The full-field measurements provides direct information about the
local planar deformation field at the region of interest for a number
of time instants during deformation. If the specimen surface exhibit a
random pattern the in-plane displacement of any small unique region
can be determined by a cross-correlation procedure of the digital images
taken before and after deformation. The digital image correlation is
performed stepwise using the previous image as reference state. The in-
plane strain and shear components are calculated from the displacement
field. A detailed description of the digital image correlation procedure
and the method of determining the strain field can be found in [6].
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A servo-hydraulic testing machine and a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera is used to perform tensile plasticity and failure experiments. The
speckle pattern is applied with black and white spray paint. Approxi-
mately 40 images are taken from initial unloaded specimen up to final
fracture. All tests are run under quasi-static displacement control at
room temperature. Three repetitions of each test are performed. Three
material qualities and two specimen geometries render in an experimen-
tal program of 18 tests.

The experimentally determined strain field together with the spec-
imen force recordings constitute the basis for evaluation of parameters
for the material model. To determine the flow curve and experimental
values of the localization function, denoted Lexp, a strategy that closely
follows [4] is adopted. With an assumption of plane state of stress and
the above discussed material relationship, associative J2 plasticity and
isotropic piecewise linear hardening, the stress acting within a cross-
section of the tensile specimen is calculated using a hypo-elastoplastic
rate formulation:

σ̇ij = Dep
ijklε̇kl (A.9)

where Dep
ijkl is the elasto-plastic tangent stiffness. If the yield stress

term of Equation (A.1) is rewritten as σy(1 − L) = σ
(L)
y , the derivation

of Dep
ijkl follows standard procedure for J2 plasticity and can be found

in textbooks such as [12]. Equation (A.9) is integrated using the ra-
dial return algorithm [13] and a iterative Newton method to find the
through-thickness strain increment which satisfies the plane stress con-
straint. When the stress is known, the specimen force can be evaluated
by integration over the current cross-sectional area. While the strain
field is homogeneous i.e. the Considére stability criterion [14],

H − σ ≤ 0, (A.10)

is met the plastic modulus H is determined in each step by minimization
of the difference between recorded and calculated force with respect H
and Lexp = 0. If Equation (A.10) is not met, H is kept constant at
H = σc, the effective stress value at the point of instability, and Lexp is
the function value determined. The resulting flow and localization curves
are piecewise linear with a number of points equal to the number of
experimentally determined strain fields. The purpose of the introduction
of Lexp is to eliminate eventual softening in the flow-curve which is
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instead represented by the localization curve. An advantage is that
depending on the analysis length at which the strain field is observed,
a corresponding Lexp curve can be determined whilst the flow curve
remains the same.

This is taken advantage of by averaging the strain field at a number
of different grid sizes and repeating the described procedure to produce
several experimental localization curves each corresponding to a certain
analysis length. A schematic evaluation at 5 mm analysis length is shown
in Figure A.3a with an outline of the specimen in thick line and crosses
illustrating the points where the strain field is determined. The strain
field is averaged within each grid square and the stresses are calculated
at mid-point designated by circles. Figure A.3b shows the resulting
normalized major strain produced by the averaging procedure for three
different analysis lengths.

A.5 Calibration

The choice of failure loci, Equation (A.7), dictates the number of
test geometries required for calibration. From an extensive experimen-
tal program performed in [4] and [10], it was observed that the results
from different specimen thicknesses are consistent if normalized by thick-
ness. Since the equation for analysis length, Equation (A.8), contains
a normalizing thickness parameter, only one specimen thickness is used
for calibration in this work.

The flow curve is constructed in a piecewise linear manner as de-
scribed, using one of the specimens preferably with the highest failure
strain to define a flow curve up to the highest possible equivalent plas-
tic strain. Failure is assessed as the image directly preceding a to the
eye visible crack opening. When a flow curve is obtained, experimental
localization curves are computed for all test geometries at a number of
different experimental measuring distances. Once experimental local-
ization curves are obtained, calibration of the localization and failure
model is performed in a stepwise procedure. In total the model contains
7 parameters, A,B,C, ε0, d, d0 and d1.

1. Localization threshold strain, ε0, is observed as the value of equiv-
alent strain when H − σ = 0, i.e at point of tensile instability.

2. Using Equation (A.4) together with experimentally obtained fail-
ure strains for a number of different analysis lengths and triaxiality
values, εf

0 and C can be obtained by best fit.
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Figure A.3: Schematic illustration of the strain field averaging procedure
at 5 mm analysis length. a: Strains within each of the grid squares are
averaged to the center, where the stresses are calculated. b: Normalized
major strain averaged at 0.5,1 and 5 mm analysis length.

3. When εf
0 is known, which is failure strain extrapolated to zero l,

for at least 3 triaxiality values, d, d0 and d1 in Equation (A.7) can
be determined.

4. B is found from the normalized localization function L
Lf , in which

B is the only unknown. A best fit by least squares to the normal-
ized experimental localization curves is performed.

5. Finally the function A/l is the only remaining unknown and is
determined with Equation (A.2) together with experimental local-
ization curves at a number of different analysis lengths.

Since the triaxiality parameter may vary during the loading process,
additional assumptions are needed to calibrate the failure model. To
overcome this issue, the failure loci is calibrated to a weighted average
of the experimentally determined stress triaxiality at the location of
subsequent crack initiation,

〈η〉 =

∫ εf

0

ΔLexp

max(Lexp)
η dεp. (A.11)

The weight used is the normalized increment of the experimental local-
ization value, introduced to give a larger significance of η at the end
of the loading process closer to fracture. The hypothesis is that the
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stress state during localized necking and ductile fracture process has a
larger influence on the ductility limit than the stress state during ini-
tial plastic loading. To summarize the calibration procedure it is clear
that the experimental localization curves, determined from the full-field
measurements, are the key quantities. The calibration result is shown
in table A.2. Since only two specimen geometries where used for model
calibration the second term of Equation (A.7) is unused.

Table A.2: Model parameters.

Grade A0 B0 C ε0 d d0 d1

HT800 2.2e-01 3.3e+00 2.7e-01 5.0e-02 1.1e+01 1.8e+02 0.0e+00
HT550 1.1e-01 3.1e+00 2.5e-01 8.0e-02 3.0e+00 2.3e+00 0.0e+00
HT400 1.4e-01 2.7e+00 2.5e-01 1.0e-01 2.9e+00 2.3e+00 0.0e+00

A.6 Results

Primary experimental results are the time-histories of the tensile
force and elongation, together with the plane displacement field of the
speckled subimages. The presented method produces stress and strain
fields at the region of interest at known time instants. The main re-
sults of the calibration is the model parameters, shown in Table A.2.
The performance of the model is validated through comparison of force-
displacement response in the following section.

It is possible to follow the development of certain quantities at the
critical point where a crack eventually initiates. The change in princi-
pal strain directions during deformation gives insight to the localization
processes of the material grades, shown in Figure A.4. This deviation
is synchronous with the development of a preferred shear direction. A
higher degree of strain hardening seem to favour localization in the form
of a shear band. From the localization threshold value, ε0 in Table A.2,
it is observed that a larger strain hardening accelerates the formation of
a localized neck. The hardening characteristics play an important role
in which deformation mode dissipates the minimum energy.

An illustration of the localization and failure model is shown in Fig-
ure A.5. The thick solid line is the flow curve. Solid, dashed and dash-
dot curves are the localization curves L for different analysis lengths,
and stars, squares, circles etc. are the corresponding experimental lo-
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Figure A.4: Principal angle versus major strain.

calization values. The failure locus, Equation (A.7), is shown in Figure
A.6. The dots represents the calibration points, which are the weighted
average of the stress triaxiality, Equation (A.11), together with equiv-
alent strain to failure. The thick line is the failure function, and the
dashed and dash-dotted lines are experimental results without averag-
ing. It is observed especially for the two softer material grades that the
local stress triaxiality approaches that of transverse plane strain tension
irrespective of notch radius.

A.7 Error assessment and model validity

Apart from the displacement field calculation by digital image corre-
lation, a major experimental uncertainty is the equivalent failure strain
assessment. As mentioned the strain field is evaluated incrementally
through the set of digital images from the first one to the one directly
preceding a visible crack opening. Increments of equivalent plastic strain
at the end of the tensile test are quite large due to severe strain local-
ization, which results in an underestimate of the failure strain. The
presented failure loci can therefore be viewed as a lower bound. Accu-
racy of the DSP method is discussed in [15], [16], and determination of
failure locus using digital image correlation is further commented in [17].
The quality of the experimentally determined stress state relies on the
validity of the material model used (as described in section A) and the
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plane stress assumption. Associative Von Mises plasticity is well renown
in metal plasticity and used here for its simplicity however a more ad-
vanced theory, e.g. three invariant plasticity model [18], is feasible within
the suggested experimental procedure. Once a localized neck has formed
the state of stress is no longer planar. However as the model is intended
for plane stress shell elements, the experimentally determined and with
FEM calculated stress triaxiality can be viewed as the same quantity,
but not necessarily the true stress triaxiality.

Post localization load response and fracture initiation analysis of
shell structures using the finite element method is the intended applica-
tion of the presented model. Mesh size independent predictions of the
aforementioned phenomena is the objective however certain limits are
imposed on l. Combining Equations A.2 and A.3 it is observed that

lim
l→0

(A0/l)(e
Bl(εp−ε0) − 1) = ∞ (A.12)

which makes no sense. However with the intended use of shell elements
which are large compared to the width of a eventual zone of localized
plastic strain, Equation (A.2) fits well to experimental values obtained
within 0.38 ≤ l ≤ 6.2 mm (Figure A.5).

The failure model , Equation (A.7) with the parameters in table
A.2 represents a monotonic function of failure strain with respect to
the stress triaxiality parameter. In a larger span of loading conditions,
experimental evidence has shown that material ductility is not a mono-
tonic function of η which is discussed in [19]. Therefore the calibration
points of Figure A.6 should be viewed as the validity limits on stress
triaxiality in this work.

As a validation example a finite element simulation of a tensile frac-
ture experiment is performed using different mesh sizes. The purpose
is to review the predictive capability in terms of overall load response,
failure elongation and failure load compared to the corresponding ex-
periment. The conformity of results using different element sizes are
investigated. A straight initially uniaxial specimen is chosen, which has
a lower stress triaxiality than both of the specimens used for calibration.
These specimens are cut perpendicular to the one shown in Figure A , i.e.
along the y-direction in the center of the heat treated area. The hardness
gradient caused by the heat treatment process is smaller in this direction,
providing a specimen that is micro-structurally more homogeneous.

The presented localization and failure model together with asso-
ciative J2 plasticity and piecewise linear isotropic hardening material
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routine is implemented into the commercial finite element solver LS-
DYNA [20] through a user-defined material subroutine. The specimen is
discretizised with fully integrated quadrilateral shell elements (Type 16)
using three different element sizes, see Figure A.7. Displacement bound-
ary conditions are prescribed to zero at one end of the specimen and lin-
ear displacement on the other corresponding to experimental conditions.
The resulting force displacement curves are shown in Figure A.8.

2 elements through specimen width

3 elements through specimen width

4 elements through specimen width

Figure A.7: Tensile test specimen discretized by 3 different mesh sizes.
With of the test specimen body is 12.5 mm.

A.8 Conclusion

Three different multiphase steel grades with significantly different be-
haviour in terms of mechanical and failure properties are characterized.
Experimental observations of post-localization crack initiation phenom-
ena are facilitated by a full field measurement technique. Using these
experimental results a phenomenological localization and failure model
is parametrized. The predictive capacity in terms of stiffness and crack
initiation is not mesh-dependent within a characteristic shell element
size of 2.6 to 5.2 mm. The introduction of the localization function
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Figure A.8: predicted and measured force-displacement response of a
uniaxial tensile test specimen, for three material grades. Three mesh
sizes are used designated by 4, 3 and 2 elements through the width of
the specimen.

in the constitutive relations controls the response of the element where
strain localizes in a manner consistent with experiments. The model
is not applicable for numerical analyses of the localization phenomena
itself using a discretization smaller than the width of the localized band.

Only ductile failure is considered in this work. It is however pos-
sible to use a more comprehensive failure function by expanding the
dependence of failure strain on stress state within this strategy.

Material parameters are evaluated based on the measured local de-
formation field, and the predicted force-displacement curves in Figure
A.8 are calculated with an assumption of material homogeneity. This
could be a reason for the over-prediction of the global failure elongation,
caused by the gradient in material properties showed in Figure A. It
is also possible that this gradient, with its minimum in the center of
the specimen, acts as a trigger for localized deformation. Furthermore,
since the material parameters are determined from specimens cut along
rolling direction, and the experimental force-displacement curves shown
in Figure A.8 originates from specimens cut across, plastic anisotropy
could also contribute to the over-prediction in failure elongation.

Comparing the force-displacement response obtained with different
mesh sizes, the results show that the approach of adapting material pa-
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rameters to element size with the presented model is a feasible method
for modelling post-localization and failure in e.g. large-scale crashwor-
thiness simulations.

The press hardening process offers a technological advantage, where
varying material properties within a component are obtainable by differ-
ential thermal treatment during forming. To accurately predict product
performance a failure model concept based on varying microstructure
characteristics is needed. A continued development in failure modelling
of heterogeneous material states is intended by the authors.
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Abstract

The growing demands to reduce vehicle weight in the automotive indus-
try has led to an increase in the use of press hardened safety structures.
Using new thermo-mechanical processes with differential heating and
cooling, components with tailored mechanical properties can be pro-
duced. Specific zones of a component can be subjected to a slower cool-
ing rate, producing a bainitic-ferritic multiphase microstructure with
continuous transition to fully quenched ultra-high strength martensite.
This combination of properties within a component gives additional
means for designing the structural response in a crash situation. An
important prerequisite for the application of new material grades is the
characterization of its failure properties. In this work post-necking and
rupture of five different grades is studied using full-field measurement
techniques. A strategy to account for varying phase composition in
failure modelling based on material hardness is evaluated. This is in-
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corporated in the modelling method where mesh size dependency of
post-localization and failure prediction is accounted for. Constitutive
and failure parameters are adapted to element size by introducing an
analysis length scale parameter into the constitutive and failure model
equations. Failure strain is taken to be dependant on stress state rep-
resented by the stress triaxiality parameter and phase fraction content
characterized by material hardness. With the mechanical properties pre-
dicted by a thermo-mechanical phase-transformation simulation and the
failure mixture law based on material hardness, the aim is to be able to
predict the structural response of components with tailored properties.

B.1 Introduction

Simultaneous forming and heat treatment of thin sheet structures of-
fers many interesting technological advantages compared to ordinary
cold working. A high strength of the final part together with high level
of geometrical complexity makes it suitable for light weight and high-
performing car crash protection systems. Due to low ductility of the
ultra-high strength martensitic micro-structure further increase in crash
performance can be obtained by producing components with tailored
properties. Generally two different approaches to realize components
with tailored properties within the press hardening technology can be
identified. The first one applies tailored welded blanks consisting of
heat-treatable and non heat-treatable steel grades, and in the other ap-
proach the homogeneous blank is subjected to differential heat treat-
ment. By adjusting local micro-structural phase compositions a wide
range of mechanical properties are obtainable within the same compo-
nent. High energy absorption and high intrusion protection in a crash
situation can be combined. Trough recent advances of process modelling
within the press hardening technology, predictions of the workpiece final
constituent properties are feasible. Micro-structure evolution with its re-
lated change in deformation properties is determined by finite element
(FE) simulations of the thermo-mechanical problem together with mod-
els for phase transformation kinetics. Details of the process modelling
strategy can be found in [1], and a study of process parameters to obtain
soft zones in a typical press hardened component is presented in [2]. To
achieve a crashworthiness modelling concept for tailored components, a
failure criterion which accounts for the significantly different ductility
of various phase mixtures obtainable in the manufacturing process is
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needed. The aim of the current work is to evaluate a failure model [3],
in context of tailored components with spatially varying micro-structure
composition. It is investigated whether local failure strain can be related
to material hardness. During initial tensile plastic deformation of a sheet
metal, plastic strain is generally distributed uniformly within the vol-
ume. If further loaded the plastic strain often localizes, first forming a
diffuse neck and finally a localized neck preceding rupture. Once a neck
has formed, subsequent straining is confined within the neck. This causes
an instability and the ductility limit of the material is rapidly reached.
Plastic strain rate increase may also be accelerated due to material de-
terioration caused by ductile plastic damage. Localized necking is a
dominant mechanism leading to fracture of safety components in a crash
situation. Instability is also associated with the analysis of localization
problems, where under quasi-static loading conditions the equations of
incremental equilibrium for rate-independent material descriptions lose
ellipticity [4]. As a consequence finite element (FE) numerical solutions
of localization problems are mesh dependent [5]. The discretization de-
cides the width of the localized band and therefore affects calculated
stiffness and strain level within the localized zone. Another issue is
the ability of the mesh to accurately resolve localized necking. These
matters must be addressed in order to successfully use a strain based
failure criterion for problems where localized necking is a probable mode
of deformation. A methodology suggested in [3] is adopted here where
constitutive and failure parameters are adapted to element size by intro-
ducing an ’analysis’ length scale into these equations. Analysis length
is not viewed as a material parameter but rather as a coupling between
local plastic strain and the plastic strain calculated with a certain mesh
size. Material indentation resistance in relation to mechanical properties
have been numerously investigated in literature, see e.g. [6], [7]. In the
present work the correlation between Vickers hardness HV and equiv-
alent plastic failure strain is phenomenologically investigated. Tensile
failure experiments of five material grades subjected to different ther-
mal histories are performed. A full-field measurement technique using
Digital Speckle Photography (DSP) is used to record the displacement
field at a small length scale compared to conventional tensile testing
with extensiometer.
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B.2 Failure model

The failure criterion suggested in [3] is chosen for the present evaluation.
Failure strain, εf is formulated as a monotonically decreasing function
of analysis length, l

εf = (εf
0 − ε0)e

−Cl + ε0 (B.1)

and ε0 represents localization threshold strain. The quantity εf
0 is failure

strain at zero l, i.e. εf = εf
0 for l → 0. C is a material dependent

parameter that describes the exponential decay in failure strain with
respect to analysis length. Analysis length is defined as the square root
of element area, Ainit, divided by sheet thickness, tinit,

l =

√
Ainit

tinit
. (B.2)

Observe that it is the initial area and thickness that is used i.e. l de-
scribes the level of spatial discretization, not a measure of deforma-
tion. It is assumed that shell element representation of the workpiece is
used. The localization threshold strain is here identified as the equiva-
lent plastic strain value at instability in uni-axial tension according to
the Considére criterion [8]

h(ε0) − σ = 0, h =
∂σ

∂εp
. (B.3)

Where the von Mises equivalent stress, σ at instability in Equation (B.3)
can be approximated as the ultimate tensile strength σt of the material.
A linear relationship between hardness and strength is normally assumed
as a rule of thumb in estimating the strength of steels from hardness
measurements. With this assumption threshold strain can be solved
from the relation

σt = kHV , h(ε0) − kHV = 0 (B.4)

where h is the flow curve tangent of the composite phase-mixture. The
quantity εf

0 in Equation (B.1) is taken to be a function of the stress
triaxiality parameter, η, and the local microstructure of the material
point characterized by hardness Vickers, HV .
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Among assumptions in literature, [9] suggested that local equiva-
lent failure strain is inversely proportional to the hardness of the matrix
phase of high-speed steels. [10] investigated the relation between critical
damage value and hardness and concluded that critical damage decreases
linearly with hardness for AISI 52100 bearing steel. Based on experi-
mental observations for the boron alloyed steel it is proposed that local
failure strain is exponentially decreasing with hardness

εf
0 = (aH

2
V + b)e−(cHV +d)η, HV =

HV

H∗

V

, η =
σm

σ
, (B.5)

where a, b, c, and d are model parameters, σm is mean stress and σ
is equivalent stress. Equation (B.5) states that failure strain decreases
monotonically with η which is assumed to be sufficiently accurate within
0.4 ≤ η ≤ 0.58, the validity limits on stress triaxiality in this work. In a
larger span of loading conditions, experimental evidence has shown that
material ductility is not a monotonic function of η which is discussed
in [11]. Hardness is normalized with the maximum measured hardness,
H∗

V , of the fully quenched martensitic microstructure.

B.2.1 Hardness estimation model

The equations for hardness calculation presented in [1] in context of
press hardening of boron alloyed steels are recapitulated here for con-
ceptual completeness:

Hfp
V = Kfp1 + Kfp2 log10 V (B.6)

Hb
V = 259.4 − 254.7C + 4834.1C2 (B.7)

Hm
V = 181.1 + 2031.9C − 1940.1C2 (B.8)

where the superscripts fp, b and m stands for ferrite/pearlite, bainite and
martensite. The different K for the ferrite/pearlite products depends on
the alloying elements and can be found in [12]. V is the average cooling
rate between 800 and 5000C and C is the carbon content. To determine
the the hardness of the final microstructure a linear mixture law is used

HV =
4∑

i=1

H i
V xi, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (B.9)

where xi is the i’th phase (or phase mixture) relative mass content of
the steel grade.
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B.3 Experimental methods

The full-field measurements provides direct information about the
local planar deformation field at the region of interest for a number
of time instants during deformation. If the specimen surface exhibit a
random pattern the in-plane displacement of any small unique region
can be determined by a cross-correlation procedure of the digital images
taken before and after deformation. The digital image correlation is
performed stepwise using the previous image as reference state. With
an incompressibility condition the strain field is calculated. A detailed
description of the digital image correlation procedure and the method
of determining the strain field can be found in [13].

Failure strain is assessed as the highest equivalent strain of the im-
age directly preceding a to the eye visible crack opening. Due to highly
localized deformation directly preceding fracture, failure strain is depen-
dent on which measuring length the strain field is observed. The strain
field is averaged to several different measuring lengths and correspond-
ing failure strain values are extracted, to find the dependence of failure
strain to measuring length.

B.3.1 Material

The base steel material investigated is USIBOR 1500 P produced by
ArcelorMittal. Prior to heat treatment, USIBOR 1500 P exhibit homo-
geneous distribution of pearlite and an equiaxed grain ferritic matrix. By
a controlled tool temperature process in a plane hardening tool, the hot
blanks are subjected to different thermal cycles. The sheet is first heated
to austenitization temperature and then cooled at a controlled rate and
finally post-cooled in air, see Figure B.1. Four different multi-phase mi-
crostructures were developed and labelled HT400, HT550, HT700 and
HT800 according to their yield strength. The three qualities HT400,
HT550 and HT800 together with a fourth fully martensitic material are
used to calibrate the presented failure function, Equations B.1 to B.5.
The predictive capability is then reviewed by comparison to the inter-
mediate quality HT700. Two different fracture test specimen geometries
are cut, one with a notch radius of 30 mm and the second is a plane
strain specimen with notch radius 10 mm.

B.3.2 Calibration

The DSP full field measurements constitutes the basis for model
calibration, where the equivalent strain within the localized neck from
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Figure B.1: Schematic illustration of temperature history with the defi-
nitions of process sequences.

unloaded state to macro crack initiation is directly measured. The first
step of the calibration procedure is to fit the parameters C and εf

0 of
Equation (B.1) to experimental values of equivalent failure strain at a
number of different l , experimental measuring length. The variable l
is taken as a experimental characteristic length, and corresponds to el-
ement size when the calibrated model is then used in a finite element
simulation. When εf

0 and the hardness values are known for all inves-
tigated material qualities and specimen loading conditions, the failure
surface Equation (B.5) can be fitted by least squares. Concerning spec-
imen loading conditions the initial triaxiality values are used, that is
η = 0.4 for the 30 mm notch radius specimen and η = 0.58 for the 10
mm notch radius specimen. Average values of three repetitions of each
experiment are used for final calibration.

B.4 Results

The aim for the current evaluation is to investigate a possible correla-
tion between local failure strain and material hardness for steel grades of
the same chemical composition but subjected to different thermal treat-
ment. The primary result is the calibrated failure surface , Equation
(B.5), shown in Figure B.2 with parameters in table B.1.

The concern is now whether a failure curve can be determined from a
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thermo-mechanical phase transformation simulation of a heat treatment
process. The accuracy of the hardness calculation of the final micro-
structure is reported in [1] and is not investigated further in this work.
Instead the measured hardness of the intermediate quality HT700 is used
to compare measured failure strain to computed failure strain versus
stress triaxiality using Equation (B.5). The resulting failure curve and
measured equivalent failure strain is shown in Figure B.3.

The agreement is acceptable in the low triaxiality range however as
the triaxiality increases towards plastic plain strain the failure function
overestimates the ductility of HT700. An interesting phenomenon is
that according to these measurements the local equivalent failure strain
of the HT700 grade is almost identical for η = 0.4 compared to the
softest grade, HT400. This fact is however difficult to establish due to
the large standard deviation of the experimental results.

Table B.1: Failure model parameters for zero analysis length, l = 0,
Equation (B.5).

Parameter a b c d

Value 3.7 0.52 6.8 −1.2

B.5 Conclusion

Local fracture ductility in relation to material indentation resis-
tance is phenomenologically investigated, facilitated by full-field mea-
surements performed on fracture specimens of five different material
grades. A failure function is defined in space of analysis length, stress
triaxiality and material hardness. From the calibrated surface, a failure
curve of equivalent failure strain and stress triaxiality for zero analysis
length, l = 0, and HV = 270 is compared to corresponding experimen-
tal results for HT700. The suggested strategy is considered as a first
approach towards a failure model concept for steels with varying mi-
crostructure. A more thorough study of the different microstructure
morphologies failure properties, subjected to a larger span of different
loading conditions could be fruitful in the work towards establishing a
failure criterion for tailored safety components.
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Figure B.2: Calibrated failure surface, Equation (B.5), in space of stress
triaxiality and Hardness Vickers. Black dots are calibration points.
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abstract

The use of advanced high-strength steels are continuously increasing in
the automotive industry, as are the demands for efficient numerical tools
in component design. Post-localization deformation and fracture predic-
tive technologies greatly facilitate the design of components which make
optimal use of these steel grades. In this paper, a dual phase sheet metal
is chosen for the study and characterization of deformation and fracture.
A strategy for modelling post-localization response and predicting duc-
tility limit using shell elements larger then the typical width of the local-
ized neck is used. Mesh dependency is alleviated by the introduction of a
element size dependent parameter in the constitutive description. Model
calibration relies on full field measurements of the plane deformation
field of four different test geometries. It was found that the Tresca yield
surface more accurately describes the yielding point compared to the von
Mises plane stress ellipse. Furthermore, the maximum shear stress cri-
terion in conjunction with an exponential ductility function dependent
on the stress triaxiality parameter agrees well with experimental frac-
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ture data. Mesh sensitivity in terms of post localization load response
and fracture elongation predictions is reduced significantly compared to
results obtained without the element size dependent parameter.

C.1 Introduction

The increasing demands for higher passenger safety and reduction of
vehicle weight in the automotive industry has led to an increase in use
of Advanced High strength steels (AHSS) [1]. One steel type which falls
in to that category is Dual Phase (DP) steel. The microstructure of
dual phase steels is composed of soft ferrite matrix and 10-40 % of hard
martensite or martensite-austenite (M-A) particles. Due to strong dis-
tinctions in mechanical properties between these constituents, superior
mechanical properties compared to conventional steels are obtained.

The aim of the current work is to characterize the mechanical re-
sponse and fracture properties of DP 600 subjected to plane stress load-
ing, ranging from pure shear to plane strain tension. In the ductile load-
ing regime, despite high strain hardening, localized deformation precedes
final fracture. Localization is initiated when the increase in stress due
to decrease in load-carrying area is greater then the increase in load-
carrying ability of the metal due to strain hardening. This reduction of
load-carrying area might also be caused by material deterioration, i.e.
initiation of cracks caused by ductile plastic damage.

The localization process is observed experimentally using full field
Digital Speckle Photography (DSP) [2,3], in accordance with the method
used in [4]. From the DSP measurements, a two-dimensional displace-
ment field is determined at a very small measuring length compared to
extensiometer measurements. The strain levels within the localized neck
directly preceding rupture can me measured.

The difficulties associated with analysis of localization problems us-
ing standard constitutive equations, such as loss of ellipticity in quasi-
static conditions [5] causes mesh dependant finite element numerical
solutions [6]. This is often addressed with non-local type constitutive
relations [7]. The objective of this work is not to model the phenomenon
of localized necking as such, but rather its effects on load response and
subsequent rupture using element sizes larger then the typical size of
the localized zone. This leads to a methodology adopted here which
suggests that constitutive and failure parameters should be adapted to
element size [8], by introducing an ’analysis’ length scale into material
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descriptions. Analysis length is not viewed as a material parameter, but
rather as a coupling between local plastic strain and the plastic strain
calculated with at certain mesh size. From the experimental DSP evalu-
ation at a small analysis length, parameters for a model which minimizes
mesh dependency on both post localization response and ductile failure
prediction can be extracted.

C.2 Modelling

The constitutive relations used, strain localization with associated
mesh dependency as well as the used fracture criteria are reviewed in
this section

C.2.1 Plasticity

The Tresca elasto-plastic model, featuring a linear elastic law, non-
associative flow rule, isotropic hardening and a second hardening pa-
rameter controlling post-localization response is used here. The yield
surface is written

f =

√
J2

cos θ
− σy√

3
(1 − L) = 0, θ =

1

3
arccos

(
3
√

3

2

∣∣∣∣ J3

J
3/2
2

∣∣∣∣
)

(C.1)

where J2, J3 are the second and third deviatoric stress invariants, θ is the
lode angle and σy is the uniaxial flow resistance. L is termed localization
function and is described in the following section. A non-associative flow
rule is chosen, thus avoiding the complexity of determining a unique
flow direction in the corner regions,

ε̇p
ij = λ̇Nij , Nij =

Sij√
J2

. (C.2)

This expression corresponds to the gradient of the von Mises yield poten-
tial, where ε̇p

ij is plastic strain rate, λ̇ the incremental plastic multiplier
and Sij the stress deviator. Experimental results favour the Tresca sur-
face compared to von Mises, which will be shown later. This strategy
is used as an alternative to associated flow rules with generalized yield
surfaces such as in [9], or flow direction constructed by two vectors in
the corner regions, see e.g. [10, 11].

Isotropic hardening is introduced by postulating that σy is a function
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of the accumulated equivalent plastic strain,

σy = σy(ε
p), εp =

∫ t

0

(
3

2
ε̇p
ij ε̇

p
ij

)1/2

dt. (C.3)

C.2.2 Localization

To alleviate mesh dependency on post-localization response, a sec-
ond hardening parameter termed localization function, L, is introduced
in the yield potential, Equation (C.1). When the loading is in the duc-
tile regime, L compensates the yield strength with respect to element
size. L is defined

L = A(exp[B(εp − ε0)] − 1), εp ≥ ε0. (C.4)

A and B are functions of element size, denoted l,

A =
A0

l
, B = B0l, (C.5)

where localization threshold strain, ε0, and A0, B0 are material param-
eters. The localization function approach is adopted from [8], but with
the modification that the L function causes weakening, by reduction of
the current yield strength, instead of reduction of Youngs modulus. L
can be viewed as to be composed of both geometric effects unresolvable
by the mesh, and micro-voids induced by plastic damage, although to
a lesser extent. Since localized deformation caused by material insta-
bility occurs only in the ductile loading regime, further restrictions on
L are needed. This is done by requiring that the rate of L fullfills the
following condition

L̇ = B(L + A)ε̇p, η > 1/3, (C.6)

L̇ = 0, η < 1/3 (C.7)

where η is the stress triaxiality parameter,

η =
I1

3
√

3J2
, −2/3 � η � 2/3 (for plane stress) (C.8)

and I1 is the first stress invariant. During integration of the constitu-
tive relations, an increment of L is non-zero only if the accumulated
plastic strain is larger then ε0, and the loading is in the ductile regime
as indicated by η. The element size l is taken to be a dimensionless
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characteristic element size, square root of shell element area, Ainit, di-
vided by thickness, tinit. Observe that it is the initial area and thickness
that is used i.e. l describes the level of spatial discretization, not a
measure of deformation.

l =

√
Ainit

tinit
(C.9)

The introduction of l into the constitutive equations allows for an effec-
tive treatment of mesh sensitivity in post-localization loading.

C.2.3 Fracture

Fracture prediction is a vital tool in the design of lighter and more ef-
ficient steel components. Considering ductile fracture due to void growth
and coalescence, the CrachFEM criterion [12] is used,

ε0
f = d0 exp[−dη] + d1 exp[dη], (C.10)

in conjunction with the method proposed in [8] to normalize equivalent
fracture strain with element size

εf = (ε0
f − ε0) exp[−Cdl] + ε0. (C.11)

From this equation equivalent fracture strain, εf , is determined for a
specific element size, with ε0

f calculated from Equation (C.10). ε0
f is

equivalent fracture strain for l = 0, and d0, d1, d and Cd are calibration
constants. Ductile failure is postulated to occur when the localization
function reaches its critical value Lf ,

∫ tf

0

L̇

Lf
dt = 1, Lf = A(exp[B(εf − ε0)] − 1). (C.12)

Following the argument of [12], a distinction between ductile and shear
fracture is made. For low triaxialities, the maximum shear (MS) stress
criterion is used, i.e. fracture occurs when the maximum shear stress
reaches a critical value. This failure criterion among others were success-
fully evaluated in [13]. Since Tresca flow theory is used, this criterion
translates directly to a constant equivalent strain criterion,

√
J2

cos θ
=

σy(εp)√
3

= τ f
max � εp = εf

shear. (C.13)

As previously discussed, shear fracture is generally not preceded by
strain localization caused by material instability. However, the ability
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of the mesh to resolve sharp shear modes will affect the fracture predic-
tive capabilities of a finite element calculation. To be able to use large
elements in relation to such deformation modes, the equivalent shear
fracture strain is expressed as a function of l

εf
shear = ε0

f,shear exp[−Csl], η < 1/3 (C.14)

εf
shear = ∞, η > 1/3 (C.15)

where ε0
f,shear is shear fracture strain for l = 0 and Cs a calibration

constant. For the general case of non-linear strain path, the shear failure
criterion is cast in an integral form

∫ tf

0

ε̇p

εf
shear

dt = 1. (C.16)

Adding the contributions from ductile and shear fracture the final ex-
pression render to

∫ tf

0

(
L̇

Lf
+

ε̇p

εf
shear

)
dt = 1 (C.17)

where the bracketed terms constitute two failure modes. It is assumed
that there is no interaction between fracture mechanisms. The ductile
term, L̇/Lf , will only have non-zero contributions when the loading is
in the ductile range and the shear term only when η is less then 1/3.
This type of incrementally linear relationship is often termed damage
indicator, where a value of unity will determine the fracture limit. In
the ductile regime the point of damage initiation coincides with incipient
localized necking, whereas in shearing damage growth is initiated with
plastic yielding. In total the fracture criterion and localization model
involves nine free parameters to be calibrated from experiments.

C.2.4 Algorithmic aspects

The algorithm used for integrating the constitutive relations de-
scribed in the previous section is the standard elastic predictor – plas-
tic corrector scheme widely employed in computational plasticity, see
e.g. [14]. A brief description of the implementation is presented here,
where (·)(1) denotes current state, (·)(t) elastic trial state and (·)(2) the
updated state consistent with the elasto-plastic rate evolution equations.
In this work, the constitutive relations are implemented in two differ-
ent settings:
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• Firstly, to calibrate the material parameters using the experimen-

tally determined deformation fields. Given ε
(2)
ij , the major un-

knowns are the stresses σ
(2)
ij , the hardening parameters σ

(2)
y , L(2)

and internal variable εp(2). This procedure is described further in
section C.

• Secondly, a finite element implementation is performed. Now, σ
(2)
y

and L(2) are given functions of equivalent plastic strain and the

only unknown are the stresses σ
(2)
ij and internal variable εp(2) . Ex-

plicit time integration of the equilibrium equations are assumed,
hence no elasto-plastic tangent operator is needed. The constitu-
tive model and fracture criterion is implemented into the commer-
cial finite element software LS-DYNA [15] through a user-defined
material subroutine.

Under the assumption that the total strain rate can be additively de-
composed into elastic and plastic parts, the integration scheme is written

ε
p(2)
ij = ε

p(1)
ij + ΔλN

(2)
ij (C.18)

σ
(2)
ij = Dijkl(ε

(2)
kl − ε

p(2)
kl ) (C.19)

f (2) = f(σ
(2)
ij , σ(2)

y , L(2)) = 0. (C.20)

L(2) = L(εp(1) + Δεp) (C.21)

σ(2)
y = σy(ε

p(1) + Δεp) (C.22)

where Dijkl is the elastic stiffness and Nij the plastic flow direction.
Enforcing the plastic consistency condition at the end of the timestep ,
Equation (C.20), gives the following expression

f (2) =

√
J

(t)
2 − 2GΔλ

cos(θ(t))
− 1√

3
σy(ε

p(1) +Δεp)(1−L(εp(1) +Δεp)) = 0,

(C.23)

from which the incremental plastic multiplier Δλ is calculated. The
choice of flow rule gives a purely elastic lode angle response, i.e. θ(2) =
θ(t). Once Δλ is determined from Equation (C.23) using a Newton
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iterative method, the state and internal variables are updated.

σ
(2)
ij =

Δλ
√

J2
(t)

(1 − 2G)S
(t)
ij +

σ
(t)
kk

3
δij (C.24)

εp(2) = εp(1) +
2√
3
Δλ. (C.25)

The secant method is used for calculating the necessary normal strain
increment enforcing the plane stress constraint, see [16]. In the finite
element implementation, the rate of localization, Equations (C.6,C.7)
are integrated in time as

L(2) = L(1) + B(L(1) + A)Δεp, η � 1/3 (C.26)

and the flow curve is represented by a piecewise linear function. In the
calibration procedure, both L and σy are piecewise linear functions.

C.3 Experimental procedure

The full-field measurements provides direct information about the
local planar deformation field at the region of interest for a number
of time instants during deformation. If the specimen surface exhibit a
random pattern the in-plane displacement of any small unique region
can be determined by a cross-correlation procedure of the digital images
taken before and after deformation. The digital image correlation is
performed stepwise using the previous image as reference state. The in-
plane strain and shear components are calculated from the displacement
field. A detailed description of the digital image correlation procedure
and the method of determining the strain field can be found in [17].

C.3.1 Experimental program

A servo-hydraulic testing machine and a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera is used to perform plasticity and failure experiments. The speckle
pattern is applied with black and white spray paint. Approximately 40
images are taken from initial unloaded specimen up to final fracture. All
tests are run under quasi-static displacement control at room tempera-
ture. The recorded data are the digital images, the force, the cross-head
displacement and elongation A50 measured with extensiometer. Three
repetitions of each test are performed. From an extensive experimental
program performed in [4] and [8], it was observed that fracture strain
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from different sheet thicknesses are consistent if normalized by thickness.
Since the equation for element size, Equation C.9, contains a normalizing
thickness parameter, only one sheet thickness of 1.5 mm is used for cali-
bration in this work. Table (C.1) summarizes the experimental program,

Table C.1: Experimental program summary

Test number Specimen description ηav ε0

f

1 Flat tensile 0.36 0.79
2 Notched tensile, r=30 mm 0.39 0.58
3 Notched tensile, r=10 mm 0.51 0.50
4 Shear 0.07 0.69

where ηav is the accumulated average stress triaxiality and ε0
f is equiva-

lent fracture strain for l = 0. All four specimens are used for calibration.

C.3.2 Parameter evaluation

The experimentally determined strain field together with the speci-
men force recordings constitute the basis for evaluation of parameters for
the material model. To determine the flow curve and experimental val-
ues of the localization function, L, a strategy that closely follows [4]
is adopted.

With the algorithm discussed in Section C, the stress acting within
a cross-section of the specimen is calculated. Then the cross-sectional
force is evaluated, and the difference between the calculated force and
the experimentally recorded force constitutes an object function to be
minimized in incremental optimization of σy and L. While the strain
field is homogeneous i.e. the Considére stability criterion [18],

H − σ ≤ 0, (C.27)

is met the plastic modulus H is determined in each step by minimization
of the difference between recorded and calculated force with respect H
and Lexp = 0. If Equation C.27 is not met, H is kept constant at
H = σc, the effective stress value at the point of instability, and Lexp

is the function value determined. The resulting flow and localization
curves are piecewise linear with a number of points equal to the number
of experimentally determined strain fields. For more details, see [4].

The purpose of the introduction of L in the constitutive equations
is to eliminate eventual post-localization softening in σy. Instead, the
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softening branch is represented by the element size dependent function
L. Since the experimental method is not finite element based, element
size, l, defined in Equation (C.9) need some explanation. The deforma-
tion field is averaged within a certain area, and that area determines l
through Equation (C.9). A schematic evaluation at 5 mm2 is shown in
Figure C.1a with an outline of the specimen in thick line and crosses illus-
trating the points where the strain field is determined. The strain field is
averaged within each grid square and the stresses are calculated at mid-
point designated by circles. Figure C.1b shows the resulting normalized
major strain produced by the averaging procedure for three different l.
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Figure C.1: Schematic illustration of the strain field averaging procedure
at 5 mm. a: Strains within each of the grid squares are averaged to the
center, where the stresses are calculated. b: Normalized major strain
averaged at 0.38, 0.78 and 4.1 mm2 .

The described procedure is repeated to produce several localization
curves each corresponding to a certain element size. The strain local-
ization and its size effect is directly observable from experiments, pro-
viding means for calibrating the localization function, Equation (C.4)
to replicate experimental observations. The efforts of determining lo-
calization functions only applies to tests #1,#2 and #3 which are in
the ductile loading range.
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C.3.3 Calibration

The flow curve is constructed in a piecewise linear manner as de-
scribed, using test specimen #1. Failure is assessed as the image di-
rectly preceding a to the eye visible crack opening. When a flow curve
is obtained, experimental localization curves are computed for test ge-
ometries #1,#2 and #3 at a number of different experimental averaging
areas. Once experimental localization curves are obtained, calibration of
the localization and failure model is performed in a stepwise procedure.
In total the model contains nine parameters, A,B,Cd, Cs, ε0, d, d0, d1,
and ε0

f,shear .
1. Localization threshold strain, ε0, is observed as the value of equiv-

alent strain when H − σ = 0, i.e at point of tensile instability.

2. Using Equation (C.11) together with experimentally obtained fail-
ure strains for a number of different analysis lengths and average
triaxiality values, εf

0 and C can be obtained by best fit.

3. When εf
0 is known, which is failure strain extrapolated to zero l,

d, d0 and d1 in Equation (C.10) can be determined.

4. B is found from the normalized localization function L
Lf , in which

B is the only unknown. A best fit by least squares to the normal-
ized experimental localization curves is performed.

5. Finally the function A/l is the only remaining unknown and is
determined with Equation (C.4) together with experimental local-
ization curves at a number of different analysis lengths.

6. The parameters ε0
f,shear and Cs are obtained from test #4, using

measured failure strains for a number of different l, and fitting
Equation (C.14) to these values. a procedure similar with item 2
above.

To summarize the calibration procedure it is clear that the experimental
localization curves, determined from the full-field measurements, are
the key quantities.

C.4 Results

Primary results of this work are the calibrated material and failure
model, where parameter values are shown in Table C.2. Calibration
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revealed that the exponential factors Cd and Cs of equations (C.11,C.14)
can be equated, thereby reducing one parameter.

In this section, features of the presented model will be illustrated.
Yield stress versus equivalent plastic strain, and the localization curves
for a number of different element sizes, determined from test #2, are
shown in Figure C.2. The thick solid line is the flow curve. Magenta,
blue green and red curves are the localization curves L for different
analysis lengths, and stars, dots, circles etc. are the corresponding ex-
perimental localization values. This figure implicates how the effective
flow strength, the product σy(1 − L) is controlled by the dimensionless
element size parameter l.

Table C.2: Model parameters.

Parameter: A0 B0 Cd, Cs ε0

Value: 1.4e-02 5.7e+00 2.7e-01 1.2e-01

Parameter: d d0 d1 ε0

f,shear

Value: 4.8e+00 3.3e+00 1.5e-02 6.9e-01
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Figure C.2: Flow curve (black line) and localization curves (coloured) for
a number of characteristic element sizes (l). Stars, dots circles etc. are
experimental localization values determined by the procedure described
in section C. Full coloured lines are the calibrated localization function,
Equation (A.5) for four different characteristic element sizes. Results
shown are obtained from test #2.
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The fracture criteria, equations (C.10,C.11,C.13), represented by a
fracture locus in the space of stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic
strain is shown in Figure C.3. The fracture limit for three different
characteristic element sizes are shown.
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Figure C.3: Fracture locus in the space of stress triaxiality and equiva-
lent plastic strain, equations (C.10,C.11,C.14,C.15). Solid lines indicate
fracture strain limit for three different element sizes. Dots , circles and
triangles are the corresponding experimental values. All points have
been used for calibration.

Finite element simulations of tests #1 and #4 are performed to
illustrate model predictions of post-localization load response and frac-
ture elongation. Test specimen #1 is discretizised with fully integrated
quadrilateral shell elements (LS-DYNA type 16) using three different
element sizes. For test specimen #4, results using two element sizes are
presented. The finite element discretizations are shown in Figure C.4.
Displacement boundary conditions are prescribed to zero at one end and
linear displacement at the other, corresponding to experimental condi-
tions. The results are presented in terms of force and elongation for
test #1, and force and crosshead displacement for test #4. Two cases
are demonstrated, with plasticity model and localization and fracture
prediction shown in Figure C.6, and with only plasticity accounted for
shown in Figure C.5. Experimental values are included for compari-
son.In the finite element implementation, if a material point reaches
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its ductility limit i.e. Equation C.17 equals unity, the strength is re-
duced significantly.

(a) 2 elements through
width, sim #21

(b) 3 elements through
width, sim #31

(c) 4 elements through
width, sim #41

(c) 10 elements through width, sim #14 (d) 5 elements through width,
sim #54

Figure C.4: Tensile test specimen discretized by 3 different mesh sizes,
and shear specimen with 2 different mesh sizes. With of the test speci-
men body is 12.5 mm, and 5.15 mm for the shear specimen.
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Figure C.5: Calculated and measured force-displacement response of
tensile test specimen #1 and shear specimen #4. without localization
and fracture model. Results are obtained using the different element
sizes depicted in figure C.4
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Figure C.6: Calculated and measured force-displacement response of
tensile test specimen #1 and shear specimen #4. Results are obtained
using the different element sizes depicted in figure C.4, with the local-
ization and fracture model proposed.
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C.5 Discussion

The advanced high-strength steel type DP600 is analysed and char-
acterized in terms of mechanical properties and ductility limit. Exper-
imental observations of localized deformation and crack initiation are
facilitated by a full field measurement technique. A Tresca yield crite-
rion is chosen, due to the lower yield stress and flow resistance observed
for the shear test as compared to the uniaxial tensile test. Figure C.6
confirms the validity of this choice by showing good agreement between
calculated and measured force response for both tests. Furthermore
plastic flow is assumed to be non-associated, obeying a flow rule asso-
ciated with the von Mises yield potential. Yielding occurs on a plane
with the maximum shear stress but the plastic flow direction vector is
normal to the von Mises cylinder, radial in the deviatoric plane. This
simplifies construction of the algorithm, and experimentally observed
phenomena are captured.

A element size dependent localization function denoted L is intro-
duced into the yield equation, alleviating post localization mesh depen-
dency in the ductile loading regime. A prerequisite of the presented
localization function approach is that the element size is larger then the
physical size of the band of localized deformation, typically comparable
to the sheet thickness. Within the element size range 3.2 � l∗ tinit � 6.5
mm, fracture ductility predictions vary by less then 5 %, see figure C.6.
This is appealing for large scale crashworthiness analysis where typical
element sizes used often falls within that range. For the shear fracture
finite element simulation, smaller elements were necessary to represent
the geometry of the shear specimen.

Concerning fracture, the material is studied and characterized in
plane stress loading, ranging from shearing to transverse plastic plane
strain. A combination of constant equivalent plastic strain based on the
hypothesis of maximum shear stress and a exponential ductility function
is used to construct the failure locus. Mesh dependency of the damage
indicator D is alleviated by the introduction of l in failure equations.
The method of separation of ductile and shear fracture used in this
work gives a ductility discontinuity around the chosen value, η = 1/3, as
seen in Figure 3. No experimental data were collected in the combined
shear-tensile regime.
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